Abstract. This paper reports the results of an experimental campaign carried out by ENEA on an innovative CPV system, produced by BECAR srl within an European collaborative Project named ECOSOLE, and installed at ENEA Research Center of Portici. The system is deeply described together with the monitoring system used to record weather and energetic parameters useful to perform a complete performance analysis of the Plant. The results of the module characterization and of the calculation of the main performance indices are detailed.
INTRODUCTION
ECOSOLE is a collaborative Project started in August 2012 and ended at January 2016, funded by the 7th European Framework Program. It involves several industrial and institutional partners with the aim to design an innovative concentrating photovoltaic system and to develop methods for its large scale low cost manufacturing. The first phase of the Project has been devoted to the development of the HCPV system main components as optics, receivers, modules, tracker and inverter [1, 2] . At the beginning of October 2015 the first complete prototype of the system has been installed at the ENEA Research Center located at Portici (NA) in southern Italy (see Fig.1 ). Modules installation has been completed at December 2015, then the system has been fully instrumented in order to collect all the meteorological and energetic data needed to analyze its performance parameters. This paper reports the main results of the system characterization campaign and of the performance analysis carried out on this experimental plant during the first working months.
CPV SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The ECOSOLE CPV Plant standard unit consists on a 120sqm tracker equipped with 144 HCPV modules. In order to reduce installation costs and to avoid bureaucratic problems due to the fact that the site of Portici is located in an urban context subject to the laws for the protection of the environment which are very restrictive towards the installations of big visual impact plants, it has been decided to install an heliostat with reduced dimensions respect to the standard unit.
In particular, the CPV system main features are the following: HCPV modules number: Electrical arrangement: 2 sub-array of 16 modules: the first one is connected to an external inverter and the second one is realized with local dc/AC inverter mounted on each module.
The module optical system is based on a SoG Fresnel lenses system including a secondary quartz element (SOE), acting as homogenizer and secondary concentrator. The system's geometric concentration is about of 940X, the lens size being 92x92mm and the cell area is 3x3mm; the SOE output area is of 2.85x2.85mm. The module output power is about of 190W in CSTC condition (1000W/sqm DNI, AM 1.5 spectrum, 25°C cell temperature).
The lenses parquet, organized as a 6x12 matrix is held by an enclosure which hosts the solar receivers on its inside bottom layer. The simple enclosure is realized of three parts aluminum made: an U-shaped back sheet and two lateral sides. The 72 HCPV receivers are attached to the bottom aluminum sheet.
The tracker is composed of four small units assembled on two big panels which are mounted on the top of a pole. Each unit, called "maxi-module" ( fig.2 ) consists of 8 HCPV modules, factory pre-assembled using an automatic alignment process. Each panel is calibrated in the factory: the fixing connections of the small units are aligned in order to facilitate the mounting on field.
Thanks to this procedure, the installation becomes very easy since it will be not necessary to make any mechanical alignments on the field: the customer simply has to mount the maxi-modules on the big frame using the pre-calibrated connections.
The whole panel is moved by two perpendicular, series connected slewing drives that are driven by a couple of electric brushless motors controlled by an integrated electronic control system. The tracking method is based on a Hybrid tracking algorithm using a sun camera and the sun ephemeris. Thanks to an embedded camera, the tracker automatically sets it up after the installation process. During the operation of the Plant, data gathered by the camera periodically correct the algorithm's settings in order to minimize the tracking errors.
Despite the system architecture seems to be quite standard, many aspects of ECOSOLE plant can be considered as innovative. At this proposal, the following items have to be pointed out: the use of an ad hoc developed, reliable anti-reflective multifunctional coating process for SOE and front glass, increasing the components transmittance and life time too, with respect to the industrial standardized processes; despite the very high concentration level (940X), the heat dissipation is realized without any additional expensive heat-sinks, but using a very cheap and simple passive system: the module's back panel has at the same time the functions of enclosure and of heat spreader; the humidity management system is based on an ad hoc designed and very cheap passive breather realized without any filter (any maintenance is required) and based on a mazy duct that allows the air circulation within the module, but avoids the water and dust infiltration; low cost, effective radio controlled single module DC-AC inverter suitable for direct grid connection and interacting with the tracker control system in order to achieve the pointing position determining the maximum system power output; realization of an high throughput, very automatized production line integrated with an automatic receivers power tester/sorter station where the receivers are selected in binned classes to minimize mismatch within the module and including a novel modules testing station for the manufacturing facility made of a flash tester and a Module Optical Analyzer able to measure the module optical acceptance and the misalignments between lens and cell of every single concentrator unit of each module. 
MONITORING SYSTEM
CPV Plant is completed by several instrumentation for the detection of weather and energetic data. Solar radiation data (direct, global and diffuse components) are collected by a meteo station located on the building roof at 100 meters from the plant. A pyrheliometer has been installed directly on the ECOSOLE tracker, parallel to the module surface, in order to measure the DNI radiation that really hits the lens parquet. It has been mounted on the same support used for the opto-electronic device that enables to continuously measure the tracking errors both in azimuth and elevation. For the spectral measurements, we use a 3-isotypes spectra radiometer (see Fig.3 ) realized by 3 isotype single junction cells, mounted at the end of three collimating tubes having ±2,5° view angle; each isotype cell presents the same spectral response of each sub-cell of the multi-junction devices used inside the module. It measures the 3 photocurrents produced separately by each isotype-cell under real conditions. These values are correlated [3] with the DNI irradiances having a standard spectrum which would produce the same currents on the isotypes. As example, if the currents produced by the middle-cell isotype are respectively I mid in real condition and I mid,STC in STC conditions, the equivalent DNI for the middle cell is calculated as: 
I I DNI
In a III-V device the circulating current is the lowest produced by the three sub-cells because of they are series connected, then the equivalent DNI for the cell is the lowest among the ones calculated for the 3 sub-cells. The equivalent DNI is a sort of "virtual irradiance" in the sense that it is the value of a DNI with standard spectrum which, would generate on the device under testing the same photocurrent of the actual irradiation.
Six thermo-resistances are attached to the center of modules back side to determinate an "average" module temperature and to investigate on the temperature change within the panel.
From the electrical point of view, the plant is split in two sub-arrays each one of 16 modules: the first one is realized with modules each one connected to its own local inverter, while the second one is realized with modules connected to a centralized inverter. Since one of the scope of the experimental campaign is to compare the performances of these two sub-systems, we detected the energetic parameters separately from both sub-arrays.
In particular for the first subsystem, called sub-array A, we measure directly the ac parameters using a grid analyzer coupled with an amperometric transformer. The other subsystem, called sub-array B, instead, is monitored in dc side with current and voltage converters on each of two strings. In ac side, we employed the same measurement equipment used for the sub-arrays A.
All the data coming from the plant are measured each minute and collected in a file by a CR6 data logger from Campbell Scientific coupled with an ADAM module to convert thermo-resistance signals. DNI and spectral data are separately registered in two separated files produced by the respective data acquisition system.
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I-V MODULE CHARACTERIZATION CAMPAIGN
As afore said, the Plant is split in two sub-arrays: 16 modules, located in the heliostat upper part, are connected to their own local inverters, while the remaining 16 modules, installed in the tracker lower part, are connected to an external centralized inverter. The estimation of the peak power of the first ones have been carried out using data coming from the local inverters, while the other modules have been singly tested with a commercial I-V checker.
Measurements have been performed with high irradiance values, and have been normalized at CSTC conditions (25°C cell temperature, DNI of 1000 W/m 2 with AM 1.5D spectrum). At this aim the operative temperature has been measured with a thermo-resistance placed at the module bottom plate and the cell temperature has been calculated tacking into account the module thermal resistance. At this aim, a CPV module thermal model running in Comsol Multyphisics environment has been realized. It includes all the components as the aluminum plate and wall, the receiver (composed by two copper layers separated by an alumina plate), the cell, the secondary optical element, the glass lens parquet and the adhesive materials used for their fixing. Using the measured values to set the aluminum back sheet temperature and the weather conditions (ambient temperature and wind speed) and knowing the amount of the thermal power to dissipate (calculated as difference between the power incident on the cell and the one electrically converted), the numerical model can calculates the temperature of all the components including the cell one.
From the raw data, the normalization at 25°C cell temperature has been done using the cell thermal coefficients. In detail thermal coefficients for open circuit voltage and for short circuit current have been experimentally measured and their values are respectively equal to -0,135%/K and +0,08%/K.
In MPPT conditions, the thermal coefficients provided by the cell manufacturers for the power and the efficiency have been used: their values are respectively equal to -0,106%/K and -0,106% (rel)/K .
The normalizations to the standard spectrum have been done considering, as incident radiation on the module, the lowest DNI component measured by the 3-isotype spectra-heliometer [3] . This is a not standardized procedure, but it has been however used to take into account of the incident light spectral content.
In the left picture of the Figure 4 , the red columns show the efficiency distribution within the modules batch calculated using the data directly measured on the field without any normalization; the blue columns, instead, show the distribution of the modules efficiency normalized at STC conditions. In the right chart, the red columns show the power distribution within the modules batch calculated using the data directly measured in the field and normalized at 1000W/m 2 DNI; the blue columns, instead, show the distribution of the modules power normalized at STC conditions. The average measured values of module efficiency and peak power, are respectively of 29,7% and 181W; the same parameters normalized at CSTC conditions correspond to 31,6% and 192W.
Despite the very high values of reached efficiency (the maximum one is of 34,5%) , these results show a not good uniformity of the modules features within the batch: the standard deviation values are about of 3% rel. and 17W respectively for efficiency and power distributions. This is due to the not complete calibration of the assembly stations, but also to the degradation of some modules due to the water infiltration during raining days. In fact it was discovered that 7 modules have been not perfectly sealed, then they are subjected to water infiltration during raining days. This could determine both a decrease of optical performances because of the moisture formation in the inner part of the lens parquet, and a module degradation caused by the electrical contacts corrosion and by the reduction of the insulation resistance that could induce also the module short circuit.
It is expected an important influence of this outcome on the plant performance and in particular for the sub-array B realized with a series-parallel connection between modules with different characteristics.
From the average value of modules power, corresponding to 192W, it is possible to calculate the actual Plant nominal power that is of 6144W.
ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCES
The Plant has been monitored during the first working months: weather and production data have been collected every minute from the data logger and have been analyzed in order to calculate the main performance indices as prescribed by the current regulation [4] . The analysis has been done separately from the two sub-arrays in order to compare the performances of the distributed and centralized inverter approach.
An ad hoc developed software calculates the daily values of the following indices: Y r , (reference Yield), Y a , (array Yield), Y f ,( final PV system Yield), inv (named inverter efficiency and calculated only for sub-array B) and PR (named Performance Ratio and calculated for both sub-arrays)
The following chart reports the trend of the performance ratio parameter during the first plant working weeks. Results show that the average values of PR are equal to 0,81 and 0,70 respectively for sub-array A and B. The sub-array A with local inverters is always more performing than the sub-array B with a centralized inverter. The raisons of this difference are above explained.
Using the module-inverter, the sub-array performances are not influenced by the features difference within the modules, that are relevant as described in the previous paragraph.
The measured average efficiency of the used centralized inverter is about of 90% which is significantly lower respect the one of the small module inverters that is about of 95%. During the experimentation it has been verified that, because of a mounting error, there is a mechanical misalignment between the modules mounted on the tracker upper part (sub-array A) and the ones mounted on the lower part (sub-array B). Because the tracker controller optimizes the orientation maximizing the output power only of the sub-array A, the module of the sub-array B had a constant misalignment respect the optimal orientation. This explicates the high difference during the first working days, then, from the end of march, a tracking offset has been manually introduced in order to mitigate the effects of the misalignment between the two sub-arrays.
The lowest values of performance ratio are essentially due to the fact that in some module, water infiltrations occurred determining the moisture condensation on the parquet inner part that produced relevant optical losses [5] 
